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ABSTRACT

We study the properties of master equations of the pre-equilibrium exciton model.
For the case when the emission is included, we have proved the entropy to be a nonde-
creasing function of time. The opposite statement in the recent paper of Pan tt at. has
been caused mainly by neglecting a part of the exciton states.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The pre-equilibrium model becomes a popular tool in analyses of nuclear reactions.
Though known and successfully used for more than a quarter of a century, its foun-
dations have been established only additionally, and some further features start to attract
attention only in these years. One of them is the question of entropy of an excited atomic
nucleus as a function of time [1, 2, 3).

We would like to present here some new features of the time development of the equi-
libration process in excited atomic nucleus, and, consequently, to draw their implications
for the corresponding entropy.

2 BASIC EQUATIONS
The exciton model, whose master equations give an excellent opportunity to extract many
interesting quantities, is the most frequently studied description of the pre-equilibrium
decay, The states are characterized by their exciton number n (the sum of excited particles
p above plus unfilled holes h below the Fermi level, n = p + h). The set of Pauli master
equations [4] in the general case is [5]

dPn(t)
At (1)

Here, n and m denote different exciton states, P is the occupation probability of an
n-exciton state at time t, and W'a are the corresponding transition rates.

If we consider a nucleus at just one excitation energy E, we can write explicitly [6, 7, 8]
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In the following, we shall omit the energy argument in all the cases, where this shortening
does not lead to any ambiguities. As the residual interaction, which is responsible for the
equilibration process, is taken to be of two-body nature, a single transition may change
the exciton number just by An = 0, ±2. According to the Fermi golden rule,

ft
(3)

where Uf is the density of final accessible states. In eq. (2), \n,c{E) is the emission term
(escape width) to the continuum.

Standardly, the equidistant-spacing model is used for evaluation of densities appearing
in the transition and the emission rates. If we neglect the Pauli principle, the total
densities of states with p particles and h holes at the excitation energy E are [9]

(4)



where g denotes the single-particle level density. Consequently, the densities of final
accessible states of intranuclear transitions are [7, 10]

}
uf(n,n-2,E) = ^p

so that
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Here, |A/|2 is the squared average matrix element of the residual interaction, which is
responsible for intranuclear transitions. It scales with mass and excitation energy as [11]

|M|2 = KA-3E-' (7)

with A' being the constant determined from the fit to the data. More sophisticated recipes
for the energy dependence of \M\2 have also been developed (e.g. [12]).

The emission rates are given by the sum over all possible ejectiles, integrated over
outgoing energies,

~~ ' I ' m "A n . I (£ , t l )d t l . (8)

We restrict our considerations to the nucleon emission only. The emission rates are now
(up to a possible charge factor)

(9)

In eq. (9), p.x is the nucleon mass and ff'nt,(ir) is the inverse cross section. In practice, the
latter is replaced by the cross section of a capture of particle i with the energy tz. This
can be calculated within the optical model; however, simple approximations are suitable
to be used in order to illustrate some general features. Thus, Dostrovsky et al. [13]
suggested

( \ (10)

where CTS is the geometrical cross section [a, = tR?, with R = 1.5A1'3 fm). Further on,
we have to distinguish two cases, the neutron on one side, and charged particles on the
other one. The neutron cross section constants are

A =

= 0.76 + 2.2A~1/3

2.124-2/3 - 0.05
MeV. (11)
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The Coulomb barrier reduces the emission (absorption) of charged particles, so that the
coefficient /Jcp becomes negative for charged particles,

3c = - i , • Vc , (12}

where Vfc is the height of the Coulomb barrier, and Jt, is a tabulated constant. Similarly,
the value of a for charged particles can be found in the original reference [13]. Just for
orientation, in the case of protons kp fts (0.7 - 0.8) and ap fa (1.1 - 1.2), depending on
the target nucleus. Obviously, formula (10) can be used only for energies exceeding j/jy
for charged particles.

Inserting the cross sections (10) into eq. (9), we get

7
ti>(n,E)

(13)

Remembering the simple form of (4), we can evaluate the integral in the total emission
rates (8). We must keep in mind that there are two distinct cases: i) in the case of the
neutron emission, the integration in eq. (8) starts from fl; whereas it) in the case of the
proton emission, it starts from some minimal value tmln(= \0P\), as the simple form of the
Dostrovsky formula (10) is to be replaced by zero below its threshold tmin. Formally, we
put tmm = 0 for the neutron emission.
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Here, 0(x) is the Heaviside function (= 1 for x > 0 and zero otherwise). We have used
explicitly the value of maximal energy available, EXfm<lx = E~BZ, where BT is the binding
energy of particle x in the composite system.

The emission rates are positive for both protons and neutrons, independently of the
exciton number. This is an opposite statement to that of Pan et at. [3], who claims
effectively negative emission rates at higher exciton numbers and cuts therefore his calcu-
lations at that point. The difference arises from negative proton cross sections yielded by
the Dostrovsky formula, if that is used mechanically at energies significantly below the
Coulomb barrier.

All the considerations presented above are done with neglect of the Pauli principle.
Its inclusion causes just tiny differences at low exciton numbers, which are dominant for
the pre-equilibrium emission. However, moving to higher exciton numbers makes the
consequences of the Pauli principle to become more visible: i) the densities of states
(which are nonzero for any n according to eq. (4)) turn up to be zero for n > nma±., which
depends on the excitation energy available [14]; ««') the same is true for the transition
rates nmaz —* (nmal + 2); and Hi) the proton emission, and sometimes even the neutron



one from some higher exciton states (but still below nmaT) becomes zero. For details, see
e.g. Ref. [7].

The set of master equations couples together ail possible exciton states, starting with
the lowest one nmin (usually, it is the initial exciton number n0, which is often put n0 = 1
in nucleon-induced reactions) up to some nm a l given by the Pauli principle, or, at high
excitations and lighter nuclei, by the total number of nucleons in a nucleus.

As the exciton number changes by ±2, it is sometimes reasonable to re-number the
exciton states for further study of the exciton model. This has been done by introducing
the ordinal numbers of excitons i = 1,2,..., imax in Refs. [1,3] i. The neighbourhooding
states differ now by ±1, and not by ±2, as it was before. Obviously, i = 1 corresponds
to n = nmm, And i = imax stands for n = nmM . The emission and the transition rates in
Refs. [1,3] are denoted us

Li 2 \AE),

Thus, the set of master equations takes the form

Clearly, we have
dt

n = 2 • (i - 1) + nmin = 2 • (t - 1) + 1 = 2i - 1 ,

(15)

(16)

(17)

where we have used explicitly, the standard value of 7imln. We have to specify also the
numbers of particles and hotes. Commonly, one has p = A + l in nucleon-induced reactions,
what means

P = » >
k = i - 1 .

Now

and

£?, = j|il/|Vi(t-l)(2i-3),

(18)

(19)

L, =

(20)

'There is a difference in [1] with respect to [3]: the earlier paper ([1]) Btaits at i = 0, whereas the
subsequent one begins with i = 1. Howevet, this difference ia not essential.

When compared to the rates given in [3J, some differences can be seen. Their structure
indicates that the authors of Ref, [3] have used the exciton state density not in the form of
(4), but without dividing excitons into particles and holes. This causes e.g. an appearance
of a factor of n/p = (p + h)/p w 2 in the emission rates, and similar changes at other
places. The main difference, however, is that the emission rate Li of Ref. [3] becomes
negative at more complex states (see p, 113 of Ref. [3], where L; < 0 is obtained already
for i > 7), whereas our form of the emission rates guarantees their non-negativity in the
whole range of exciton numbers.

3 MASTER EQUATION SOLUTION
Let us have a more detailed look on properties of the transition rates and, correspondingly,
on the solution of master equations.

First, the transition rates and the densities of states have to fulfill the steady-state
conditions [7], which have the form

2,E). (21)

Obviously, as «(«„,„ + 2,E) = 0, we get atso KM,,nm.,+i(E) = 0. Similarly, w{nmin -
2,£) = 0 implies AnralIl,nmlll_j(£) = 0 (the latter relation is ensured also by the explicit
form (6)). Violation of eq. (21) causes inconsistencies at long times (at least), so that
one must keep a maximal attention in this aspect when studying the time behaviour of
master equation solutions.

It has been established that so-called "dynamical equilibrium" occurs at sufficiently
long time [7, 15]. The dynamical equilibrium is characterized by the fact that the dis-
tribution of occupation probabilities does not change its form any more, but it merely
decreases in its absolute value due to the particle emission. If we denote the time of
reaching the dynamical equilibrium as T, the occupation probabilities at sufficiently long
time factorize

/>„(() = Fn • fit - T) for t>T. (22)

Let us now introduce the notation

) . (23)

If we sum (2) (or (16)) over all exciton states, we get

dVjt)
dt

(24)

Substitujng the asymptotic behaviour (22) into (24), we! get explicitly the form of the
general time-dependent function f{t)

fit) =
(25)
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where we have used

(26)

to denote the corresponding decay vi 1th. So, if at least one of the exciton states allows
for the emission, the emission influences equally the lifetimes of all the states after the
dynamical equilibrium has been reached. The decay of excited atomic nucleus governed
by the set of master equations of the exciton model becomes finally exponential with its
lifetime given by (the inverse of) eq. (26). This is the case of equilibrium (compound
nucleus) emission.

It may be interesting to note here that just two extreme regimes of the decay of
excited atomic nucleus are truly exponential: at the very beginning of the reaction, where
all the emission is concentrated just in the lowest exciton state permitting emission, and
then only after a much longer time has been elapsed, the nucleus reaches the (dynamical)
equilibrium [7]. All the time interval in between, which is typical for the pre-equilibrium
emission, is characterized by much more complex time dependence (even though it may
be very close to the exponential one).

4 TIME-DEPENDENT ENTROPY

In the first stage, we shall consider the equilibrium case. As given in [2], the time-
dependent entropy is (with Boltzmann constant k = I and up to a possible additive
constant, which arises from normalization)

(27)

where

Qn(t) = (28)

is the relative occupation probability. The entropy (27) is the relative entropy with respect
to the stationary solutions P£ (and Q'n is the corresponding relative stationary solution).
The stationary solutions P,J's can be found from the asymptotic behaviour for t —> oo of
master equations. Their properties are given by eqs. (22-26). However, in the limit of no
emission, they are simply [7, 5|

P' (29)

For the no-emission case, it has been shown explicitly by several authors that the entropy
is a non-decreasing function of time (5, 16, 17].

For studying the time behaviour of the entropy above, we shall benefit from the paper
of Wehrl [17]. In the following, we shall omit to write explicitly the time dependences of
/Vs and Qn's.

We re-ovder the probabilities Qi in decreasing order

Qi>Qi>-- • (30)

Obviously, the largest value Q\ is usually not that of the same exciton state throughout
all the reaction; the real subscripts may vary with time in this arranging. Now, for the
sum of largest k values we have

~I><0. (31)

This can be easily demonstrated using the master equations ((2) or (1)) together with the
steady-state conditions (21).

In the case of no emission,

(32)

or, equivalently (as P' <x w(i) in this case)

do - d (Pi

(33)

For Q, being the largest one of Q's, its time derivative is clearly negative (or nonpositive,
if we admit the possibility of Qj = Q\). Obviously, the sum of k largest time derivatives
of Q,'s is also nonpositive.

With the emission included, we have more complicated case. Here,

±o =± (£\ = p<p'~PiP'
dtWi-4t\P?) (P?)*

(34)

Now we can apply the preceding discussion to the first term of nominator in the last line
of eq. (34). Our problem thus reduces to (f - An)/Fj, or, in the case of the summation
over k, to Yli=i{F- ^a)/Fi- However, this is nonpositive because of (26).

So, the sum of the largest Jfc Q;'s at time i] is > the sum of the largest *: ft's at time
tj > ij . (However, they need not to be the identical subsets of the exciton states.)

Now, as proved by Wehrl [17], for any concave function / the £/(<5i) is nondecreasing
function of time. As the entropy (27) is a concave function, we have arrived to an explicit
conclusion about its time behaviour, i.e., that the entropy is non-decreasing function of
time.

This is an essential difference with respect to the recent paper of Pan et al. [3], as
well as to the earlier paper of the same group [Ij. As an addition to the artefacts already
discussed [2], the improper behaviour of Pan's entropy originates in cutting the set of



master equations at too low exciton number 2, splitting thus the complete set of states
(and of equations as well) into two: one that is considered in a standard way (but with
wrong "boundary conditions" with respect to the second one and also violating the steady-
state conditions); whereas the other part is completely ignored. Thus, i) a "feedback"
from more complex exciton states into the simpler ones is completely missing; and, it)
only a part of the states is considered in the entropy evaluation. The other states remain
"hidden" and they are neither taken into account nor their entropy is considered.

We have shown that the total entropy is a non-decreasing function of time. Artificial
splitting into two (non-isolated) subsystems and considering entropy of just one of them
might produce decreasing entropy of that part. This, however, cannot be confused with
the real entropy of an excited atomic nucleus.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the properties of master equations of the exciton model, its solutions,
and — consequently — the time dependence of entropy. The entropy has been shown
not to decrease at any time. This has been demonstrated using the approach suggested
by Wehrl [17], which has been modified here in order to be used for the cases when the
emission out of the system is allowed.

Our result is in contradiction to the results by Pan, Gao et al. [1, 3]. This is caused
by their neglecting more complex states, and therefore replacing in fact the entropy of
the system just by an entropy of its specifically chosen subsystem.
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2Tlie cut has been done so early, that the set of exciton statt
include tlie equilibrium exciton number n.

i considered by Pan et al. even does not
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